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Measurement

� “the act of assigning numbers or symbols 

to characteristics of things (people, 

events, whatever) according to rules”.

� Scale – “a set of numbers (or other 

symbols) whose properties model 

empirical properties of the objects to 

which numbers are assigned”.



Measurement and Scaling

Measurement means assigning numbers or 

other symbols to characteristics of objects 

according to certain prespecified rules.  

� One-to-one correspondence between the 

numbers and the characteristics being 

measured.  

� The rules for assigning numbers should be 

standardized and applied uniformly.  

� Rules must not change over objects or time.



Measurement and Scaling

Scaling involves creating a continuum upon 

which measured objects are located.  

Consider an attitude scale from 1 to 100.  

Each respondent is assigned a number from 

1 to 100, with 1 = Extremely Unfavorable, 

and 100 = Extremely Favorable.  

Measurement is the actual assignment of a 

number from 1 to 100 to each respondent.  

Scaling is the process of placing the 

respondents on a continuum with respect to 

their attitude toward department stores.



Scales of Measurement

� NOIR

� Nominal Scales

� Ordinal Scales

� Interval Scales

� Ratio Scales



Nominal ScalesNominal Scales

Ordinal ScalesOrdinal Scales

Interval ScalesInterval Scales

Ratio ScalesRatio Scales



Nominal Scales

� Solely for classification purposes

� Based on one or more distinguishing 

characteristics where all things measured 

must be placed into mutually exclusive 

and exhaustive categories

� Numbers assigned to these categories are 

of no meaningful significance



Nominal scales focus on only requiring a
respondent to provide some type of

descriptor as the raw response

Nominal scales focus on only requiring a
respondent to provide some type of

descriptor as the raw response

Example.

Please indicate your current martial status.

__Married   __ Single   __ Single, never married   __ Widowed

Nominal Scales



Nominal Scales

� More Examples…

� Race/Ethnicity

�1= Indian, 

�2 = African American, 

�3 = Pacific Islander, 

�4 = Hispanic, etc…



Ordinal Scales

� In addition to classification, rank-ordering 

is also possible.

� However, there is no meaningful distance 

between categories (i.e., the scores 

assigned do not indicate units of 

measurement)

� There is no absolute ‘zero’



Ordinal Scales

� Example

� Rank the following items in order of your 
personal preference (1 = Your favorite – 10 = 
your least favorite)

� Chocolate

� Bananas

� Onions

� Garlic

� Black Beans

� Etc…



Ordinal scales allow the respondent to 
express “relative magnitude” between the raw 

responses to a question

Ordinal scales allow the respondent to 
express “relative magnitude” between the raw 

responses to a question

Example.

Which one statement best describes your opinion of an Intel 
PC processor? 

__ Higher than AMD’s PC processor

__ About the same as AMD’s PC processor 

__ Lower than AMD’s PC processor

Ordinal Scales



Interval Scales

� In addition to ranking and categorization, 

these scales represent equal intervals 

between scale numbers

� No absolute zero

� Parametric vs non-parametric?



Interval Scales

� Examples

� To what extent do you like pickles?

� 1 = Not at all - - 2--3--4--5--6 A great extent

� Intelligence, Aptitude, Personality



Interval scales demonstrate the absolute 
differences between each scale point

Interval scales demonstrate the absolute 
differences between each scale point

Example.

How likely are you to recommend the Santa Fe Grill to a friend?

Definitely will not Definitely will

1  2  3  4  5  6  7

Interval Scales



Ratio Scales

� In addition to categorization, ranking, and 

interval, these scales also represent the 

existence of an absolute zero.



Ratio scales allow for the identification of 
absolute differences between each scale point, 

and absolute comparisons between raw 
responses

Ratio scales allow for the identification of 
absolute differences between each scale point, 

and absolute comparisons between raw 
responses

Example:

Please circle the number of children under 18 years of age 

currently living in your household.

0   1   2   3   4   5   6    7   (if more than 7, please specify ___.)

Ratio Scales



Ratio Scales

� Examples

� Hand grip

� Temperature (Kelvin scale)

� Time



Characteristics of Different Levels of Scale Measurement

Age in years

Income in Saudi 

riyals

Geometric mean

Coefficient of 

variation

Arithmetic 

operations on 

actual quantities

Classification, 

order, distance and 

unique origin

Ratio

Temperature in 

degrees

Satisfaction on 

semantic 

differential scale

Mean

Standard deviation

Variance

Arithmetic 

operations that 

preserve order 

and magnitude

Classification, 

order, and distance 

but no unique origin

Interval

Academic status 

(1=Freshman, 

2=Sophomore, 

3=Junior, 

4=Senior)

Median

Range

Percentile ranking

Rank orderingClassification and 

order but no 

distance or unique 

origin

Ordinal

Gender (1=Male, 

2=Female)

Frequency in each 

category

Percent in each 

category

Mode

CountingClassification but 

no order, distance, 

or origin

Nominal

Examples
Descriptive 
Statistics

Numerical 
Operation

Data 
Characteristics

Type of 
Scale

Note: All statistics appropriate for lower-order scales (nominal being lowest) are appropriate for 

higher-order scales (ratio being the highest)



Primary Scales of Measurement
��������	

Scale Basic 

Characteristics

Common          

Examples

Marketing 

Examples

Nominal Numbers identify 

& classify objects

Social Security 

nos., numbering 

of football players

Brand nos., store 

types

Percentages, 

mode

Chi-square, 

binomial test

Ordinal Nos. indicate the 

relative positions 

of objects but not 

the magnitude of 

differences 

between them 

Quality rankings, 

rankings of teams 

in a tournament

Preference 

rankings, market 

position, social 

class

Percentile, 

median

Rank-order 

correlation, 

Friedman 

ANOVA

Ratio Zero point is fixed, 

ratios of scale 

values can be 

compared

Length, weight Age, sales, 

income, costs

Geometric 

mean, harmonic 

mean

Coefficient  of 

variation

    Permissible Statistics 

Descriptive          Inferential

Interval Differences 

between objects 

Temperature 

(Fahrenheit) 

Attitudes, 

opinions, index 

Range, mean, 

standard 

Product-

moment 



Describing Data

� Measures of Central Tendency

� The arithmetic mean

� The median

� The mode



Describing Data

� The arithmetic mean

� The arithmetic mean is the "standard" 
average, often simply called the "mean".

� Mean = � f X
_______

n



Describing Data

� The median
� The middle score

66
65
61
59
53
52
41
36
35
32

Even number, 52.5



Median Score

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

3

4

4

5



Describing Data

� The mode

� The most commonly occurring score in a 

distribution

1

1

2

2

2

3

� Clinicians and Publishing example



Describing Data

� Bi-modal Distribution



Describing Data

� Variability – “an indication of how scores 
in a distribution are scatter or dispersed”



Describing Data

� Measures of Variability
� The range

� The interquartile and the semi-interquartile
range

� The average deviation

� The standard deviation and variance

� Skewness

� Kurtosis



Describing Data

� The range

� The difference between the highest and lowest scores
� Quick, but general indication, limited in utility.

10
11
13
16
20
22
22

22-10 = 12



Describing Data

� The interquartile and the semi-interquartile
range

� Three quartiles, 4 quarters
� 25% of scores occur in each quarter

� Q2 = Median

� Interquartile range
� Measure of variability  equal to the difference 

between Q1 and Q3



Interquartile Range



Describing Data

� Semi-interquartile range

� The interquartile range divided by two

� Indicator of the ‘skewness’ of the data set….

� Symmetrical, should equal Q2/Median



Skewness



Describing Data

� Standard deviation
� A measure of variability equal to the square 

root of the average squared deviations about 
the mean

� The “square root of the variance”

� Variance
� The arithmetic mean of the square of the 

differences between the scores in a 
distribution and their mean



Variance (s2)

S2 = �x2

______

n



Calculating Variance

Raw Scores:

1

3

3

4

4

----

15 totaled

3 = Mean

Raw Scores -

Means:

1 -3 = -2

3-3= 0

3-3= 0

4-3=1

4-3=1

----

Squared:

4

0

0

1

1

----

6 (sum)/5 
(n)= 

variance of 
1.20



Standard Deviation

� s = square root of the variance (s2)

� s = sqrt of 1.20, s = 1.095

� S, s,  
� ‘biased’

� SD, � (sigma)
� ‘unbiased’

� n - 1



Describing Data

� Skewness

� Y axis = Frequency of scores 

� X axis = test scores (o to 100)
� Which do you prefer?



Scewness

� Not inherently bad….

� Marine Example 
� “A few good men”

� Violate statistical assumptions

� Range restriction



Describing Data

� Kurtosis
� The steepness of a distribution in its center

� Platykurtic (platypus?)

� Relatively flat

� Leptokurtic

� Relatively peaked

� Mesokurtic

� Somewhere in the middle



Kurtosis



The Normal Curve

� Laplace-Gaussian curve

� Karl Pearson – “the normal curve”

� Bell-shaped, smooth, mathematically defined 

curve that is highest in the center… tapers on 
both sides approaching the x-axis 

asymptotically

� Negative infinity to positive infinity

� Perfectly symmetrical



The Normal Curve

� Area Under the Normal Curve…

� Approximately :

� 50% of scores occur above the mean, 50% of 

the scores below

� 68% of all scores occur within 1 SD around the 

mean

� 34% below, 34% above

� 95% of all scores occur between the mean and 
2 SDs

� Tail/Tales…



Normal Distribution



Standard Scores

� A raw score that has been converted from one 
scale to another scale…

� With the goal of obtaining some specific mean 
and standard deviation

� Why?
� May be more easily interpretable

� Raw scores oftentimes don’t mean much to us…
� You scored 136 on your exam!  Huh??? Did I pass?

� Relative standing
� e.g., SAT/GRE scores



Standard Scores

� Z Scores
� Result from the conversion of a raw score into 

a number indicating how many standard 
deviation units the raw score is below or 
above the mean of the distribution.

� The difference between a particular raw score 
and the mean, divided by the standard 
deviation

X- X(bar)

_______

s



Standard Scores

� Z Scores

65-15

_____   

15

Equal = 1 …. 

Looking at normal curve, we can assume 

that only about 16% of test takers scored 

higher…



Standard Scores

� T Scores

� Scores based on a scale with a mean of 50 
and a standard deviation of 10

� None of the scores are negative



Standard Scores

� Other Standard Scores

� WWII researchers

� Stanines – standard & nine

� Mean of 5, and a SD of 2, Divided into 9 units



Stanines and the Normal 

Curve



Standard Scores

� Other Standard Scores

� SAT/GRE

� Mean of 500 , SD of 100

� IQ

� Mean of 100, SD = 15



Standard Scores

� Linear or non-linear transformations

� Linear transformations retain a direct 
numerical relationship to the original raw score

� Non-linear transformation do not…

� May be necessary when the distribution is not 
‘normal’, and results need to be compared to a 

normal distribution

� “normalized’ distribution



Standard Scores

� Skewed distributions oftentimes result…. 

� Attempt to normalize?

� Test sample was large and representative, thus 

failure of instrument

� Refine the items?


